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Events leading to the Emancipation of enslaved peoples in the Danish West Indies offer a powerful narrative of 
resistance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a period for which colonial archaeological sites are ubiquitous 
in the US Virgin Islands. In St. Croix, these events culminated in a series of nineteenth century revolts, uprisings, and 
labor disputes. While our understanding of these events has been largely informed by archival sources, oral history, 
and anecdotal data, identifying specific events in the archaeological record has proven more difficult. This difficulty 
can be attributed, in part, to the fact that many of the areas in which we would expect to find sites related to the fight 
for Emancipation are located within or adjacent to developed urban centers. Recent investigations at a series of sites 
located in Frederiksted, St. Croix, have provided an opportunity to consider not only the archaeological correlates of 
these critical events, but also an opportunity to weigh new data against those expectations. These findings have import 
not only for identifying these ephemerals, but important sites, but also for the long-term management and preservation 
of these pivotal moments in history, especially within areas that have long been assumed to be disturbed. 
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Los acontecimientos que llevaron a la emancipación de los pueblos esclavizados en las Indias Occidentales danesas 
ofrecen una poderosa narrativa de resistencia en los siglos XVIII y XIX, un período durante el cual los sitios 
arqueológicos coloniales son ubicuos en las Islas Vírgenes de los Estados Unidos. En St. Croix, estos acontecimientos 
culminaron en una serie de revueltas del siglo XIX, levantamientos y disputas laborales. Aunque nuestra comprensión 
de estos eventos ha sido ampliamente informada por fuentes de archivo, historia oral y datos anecdóticos, la 
identificación de eventos específicos en el registro arqueológico ha resultado más difícil. Esta dificultad puede 
atribuirse, en parte, al hecho de que muchas de las áreas en las que esperamos encontrar sitios relacionados con la 
lucha por la emancipación se encuentran dentro o adyacentes a los centros urbanos desarrollados. Investigaciones 
recientes en una serie de sitios ubicados en Frederiksted, St. Croix, han proporcionado una oportunidad para 
considerar no sólo los correlatos arqueológicos de estos eventos críticos, sino también una oportunidad para sopesar 
nuevos datos en contra de esas expectativas. Estos hallazgos tienen importancia no sólo para identificar estos sitios 
efímeros, sino también para el manejo a largo plazo y la preservación de estos momentos cruciales de la historia, 
especialmente en áreas que desde hace tiempo se supone que han sido perturbadas. 

Palabras Claves: Emancipación, El Manejo de Recursos Culturales, Protección 
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Les événements menant à l'émancipation des peuples asservis dans les Antilles danoises offrent un puissant récit de 
résistance aux XVIIIe et XIXe siècles, période pour laquelle les sites archéologiques coloniaux sont omniprésents aux 
îles Vierges américaines. À St. Croix, ces événements ont abouti à une série de révoltes du 19ème siècle, des 
soulèvements et des conflits du travail. Bien que notre compréhension de ces événements ait été largement éclairée 
par les sources d'archives, l'histoire orale et les données anecdotiques, l'identification d'événements spécifiques dans 
le dossier archéologique s'est révélée plus difficile. Cette difficulté peut être attribuée, en partie, au fait que bon 
nombre des domaines dans lesquels nous nous attendons à trouver des sites liés à la lutte pour l'émancipation sont 
situés à l'intérieur ou à proximité des centres urbains développés. Des recherches récentes sur une série de sites situés 
à Frederiksted, St. Croix, ont permis de considérer non seulement les corrélations archéologiques de ces événements 
critiques, mais aussi l'occasion de peser de nouvelles données contre ces attentes. Ces résultats ont pour but non 
seulement d'identifier ces sites éphémères, mais importants, mais aussi la gestion à long terme et la préservation de 
ces moments essentiels de l'histoire, en particulier dans les zones qui ont longtemps été supposées être perturbées. 

Mots-cles: Emancipation, Gestion des Ressources Culturelles, Protection 

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a flourishing economy developed in the 
Danish West Indies (DWI) based on plantation agriculture, transatlantic trade, and the forced 
migration of thousands of enslaved Africans to St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John. Although 
Royal Ordinance halted the Danish slave trade in 1803, the illegal slave trade continued well into 
the early nineteenth century in what are now known as the US Virgin Islands. Subsequent 
legislation did little to meet the demands of existing slaves or account for the diverse 
socioeconomic groups that emerged in the nineteenth century, including former slaves, tenant 
farmers, and free peoples of mixed descent. Injustice and civil unrest resulted in a series of 
rebellions, conspiracies, and revolts in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in the Danish West 
Indies. On St. Croix, the fight for emancipation culminated in an 1848 revolt leading to an 
Emancipation Proclamation and an 1878 labor riot known as Fireburn, the latter of which led to 
the repeal of unjust labor laws and an ultimate pathway to equality (Dookhan 1994; Highfield 
1999; Highfield and Tyson 1999). Recent investigations conducted by the University of Alabama’s 
Office of Archaeological Research (OAR) in Frederiksted, located on St. Croix’s west end, have 
provided an opportunity to consider not only the archaeological correlates of these critical events, 
but also to weigh new data against those expectations (Persons 2017) (Figure 1). Accordingly, in 
this paper I will briefly discuss the archaeology associated with probable sites of resistance, 
focusing on the 1848 Emancipation Riot and the 1878 Fireburn, followed by a discussion of 
investigations at the Frederiksted Landfill site (12VAm1-255). 

Identifying Freedom in the Archaeological Record 

Our understanding of events leading to Emancipation in the Virgin Islands has been largely 
informed by archival sources, oral history, and anecdotal data, yet identifying those same events 
in the archaeological record has proven more elusive. On one hand, resistance throughout the 
Danish West Indies varied relative to local historical, geographic, and economic factors. 
Significant variation in demography, patterns of land usage, plantation ownership, and even the 
relative degree of colonial control, all ensured that the historical trajectories of the Virgin Islands 
and the continued fight for freedom were, as always, as unique as the islands themselves 
(Armstrong et al 2009; Boyer 2010; Dookhan 1994; Highfield 1999; Highfield and Tyson 1999; 
Olwig 1985). 
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On the other hand, we must also recognize that sites of resistance must be considered at 
multiple scales and from multiple perspectives. While the complex negotiation of social networks 
and economic authority by enslaved Africans, former slaves, and free people of varying descent 
merits additional study, pretty much in all cases in the colonial era, resistance was both embodied 
by individuals within domestic contexts and negotiated at grander scales in both public and private 
forums. As a result, correlating a particular historical narrative with a specific archaeological site 
raises issues regarding broader trends in material culture and our ability to identify, with relatively 
limited data, a brief moment in time within what would otherwise be a relatively homogenous 
historic landscape. 

Whether sites related to Emancipation would remain preserved is another issue entirely. 
On St. Croix, at least, areas in which we would expect to find sites of resistance are located within 
or adjacent to developed urban centers, often in areas which have long been thought to be disturbed 
by twentieth century development. Diligent regulatory review by VI government agencies, 
including the Virgin Islands State Historic Preservation Office, monitors such development, but 
recent history suggests that significant sites remain preserved at times in unlikely places. 

However, even armed with a primary narrative of key events, archaeological correlates of 
sites of resistance have been difficult to characterize in St. Croix. A limited typology of sites 
associated with resistance and Emancipation would include, at a minimum, a better understanding 
of land ownership by diverse social and ethnic groups; more nuanced characterization of domestic, 
industrial, and commercial spaces within eighteenth and early nineteenth century within colonial 
estates; a range of different types of maroon sites; the documentation of major revolts and events; 
slave wrecks; sites associated with the legal enforcement on behalf of the Danish Crown, to include 
Fort Frederik in Frederiksted and Fort Christiansvaern in Christiansted; and even adjacent areas 
where public punishments would have been carried out, including corporal punishment and 
executions. While some of these sites could be characterized through easily testable expectations, 
documenting a single revolt or event could potentially intersect these categories and, in turn, 
require a broader interpretive framework that incorporates not only a single event, but 
consideration of activities taking place both before and after. 

Consider the 1848 Emancipation revolt. In protest of a 12-year waiting period for abolition, 
General “Buddhoe” Gottleib, led a large assembly to ransack several homes on St. Croix’s West 
End and besieged Fort Frederik (Figure 2). This resulted in a large demonstration outside the fort, 
a declaration of demands, and, ultimately, the mobilization of then-Governor General Peter von 
Scholten to Frederiksted, where he declared from the south wall at Fort Frederik that all who were 
unfree are now free. Following these events, even as government officials shared the terms of 
emancipation, a period of civil unrest ensued and several individuals were court martialed and shot 
on site, presumably at the fort where they were held. In this case, we clearly know the locations of 
Fort Frederik, the adjacent estates that figure prominently in the narrative, and the location of many 
of the town properties that were impacted during the uprising. Moreover, historic maps provide a 
solid basis to consider the layout of the historic town of Frederiksted, which mirrors its 
organization today. 

However, even this took place over a series of days, involved altercations of at various 
estates, and included activities in both principal towns. Potential archaeological correlates of this 
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event could include episodes of destruction or rebuilding at individual estates or within residential 
areas in town, ephemeral sites of skirmishes, extensive architectural debris in archaeological 
deposits in middens near town, or even cemeteries associated with the punitive measures for 
individuals executed following the riots. Nearly the same could be said for the 1878 Fireburn, a 
labor dispute turned revolt led, in part, by Mary Thomas, Axeline Saloman, and Mathilda McBean, 
who are known locally as the Three Queens. A fourth queen, Susanna Abramsen, has also been 
identified in more recent archival research by former VI senator, Wayne James. By the end of the 
1878 Fireburn event, much of Frederiksted had been set aflame, along with 53 individual estates 
throughout the island. Several individuals were killed during the chaos, including rebellion 
participants, plantation owners, and Danish soldiers. In addition, at least 10 individuals were 
executed on site for their participation in the rioting.  

Archaeological correlates for both the 1848 Emancipation Revolt and the 1878 Fireburn 
are broadly similar, in that they are both multi-site events taking place over several days in several 
places, often in the same locations, followed by the implementation of martial law as punishments 
were doled out in both Christiansted and Frederiksted, often with conflicting reports of key details.  
Part of a positive identification would hinge on identifying the most likely locations for key events 
based on narrative and local terrain, as well as potential activity areas during different phases of 
the event. Given the relative unrest that occurred following each of these events, it is also possible 
that expedient solutions were sought to meet immediate needs for everything from refuse disposal 
to the burial of individuals injured in the fighting or executed in the following days. While the 
extensive fire damage in town following Fireburn should be identifiable in archaeological deposits 
alongside late nineteenth century architectural debris, parsing out these differences in 
undifferentiated midden contexts could be difficult. However, we can generally state, at a 
minimum, that archaeological correlates of the 1848 and 1878 revolts in Frederiksted would 
involve dense architectural debris and late eighteenth and nineteenth century domestic materials 
in depositional units associated with the destruction of individual structures or in areas on the north 
end of Frederiksted town.  

OAR’s 2016 Survey Results 

With these issues in mind, in December of 2016, OAR began systematic testing of several 
areas located north of Frederiksted for the proposed Paul E. Joseph stadium development (Figure 
3). Our Phase I cultural resource survey sought to identify potentially new sites in the area and 
provide initial assessments of two previously documented archaeological sites, including the Fort 
Frederik site (12VAm1-73) and the Frederiksted Landfill site (12VAm1-255). This documentation 
was critical, because these areas have long since thought to be disturbed by the infilling of a 
shallow lagoon that once existed in the area (Figures 5 and 6). Although not discussed here, the 
Fort Frederik site (12VAm1-73) is a multicomponent site consisting of the two-story Fort Frederik, 
which was constructed in 1760, and a light concentration of prehistoric ceramics alongside 
eighteenth to nineteenth century materials associated with the historic operation of the fort. Prior 
geophysical investigations and associated human remains also suggest that an undocumented 
cemetery may exist in the area, although additional investigations are warranted to confirm these 
findings (Gordon and Persons 2018; McNeil 2012; Persons and Bello 2012). 
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The Frederiksted Landfill site extends along a portion of Frederiksted Beach and flanks the 
La Grange gut (Figure 7). As the site name suggests, it was initially defined as an essentially 
random assortment of eighteenth to twentieth century materials by Southeastern Archaeological 
Services in the 1990s (Elliott 1992). It was thought to reflect the gradual infilling of the lagoon 
that once bordered the town, in addition to the intentional filling of the lagoon between 1921 and 
1930. However, 2015 investigations by Soltec International in the eastern extent of the site, 
revealed not only extremely dense, but intact, deposits dating from the eighteenth through the 
early twentieth centuries (Soltec 2015). Given Soltec’s site revisit and the potential cemetery 
associated with Fort Frederik, OAR developed a research design was developed to revisit the 
Landfill site through systematic shovel testing at 10-meter intervals.  

Our investigations at the Landfill site resulted in a few surprising discoveries. First, the site 
is not, as initially thought, a random, disturbed amalgamation of materials (Figure 8). Rather, 
OAR’s investigations revealed three distinct strata, including an initial layer of fill underlain by a 
moderate concentration of early to mid-twentieth century materials underlain by a clearly 
identifiably stratum of late eighteenth and nineteenth century domestic and architectural debris, 
including various tablewares, container glass, barrel tile, brick, nails, block and tackle, and even a 
fragment of an indigo cake. Altogether, the assemblage reflects late eighteenth and nineteenth 
century domestic households, historic architectural debris, and, to a much more limited extent, 
maritime trade. Although site formation processes may differ throughout the site, we identified, 
essentially two periods of significance. The first is an intentionally deposited very dense midden 
dating to the mid to late nineteenth century. The second is a somewhat later deposit associated 
with the general use of Frederiksted Beach in the early twentieth century. The density of the 
historic materials is notable because no structures have ever been reported in the vicinity and no 
structures are reported on historic maps available for the region.  

The unique nature of the deposit is also evident when considering that eighteenth and 
nineteenth century materials were associated with extremely dense charcoal deposits, as 
represented in the profile presented here (Figure 9). This profile was consistent throughout the site, 
suggesting either a broad burning event resulting in heavy charcoal inclusions, or a use of the site 
not in accordance with the rest of the largely domestic and architectural assemblage.  

Conclusions 

Based on this initial data from the systematic shovel testing, I argue that this site reflects 
the intentional deposition of historic debris associated with an extensive burn event in the 
nineteenth century. Given the Landfill site’s proximity to Fort Frederik, the chronological 
association of the assemblage, and the heavy charcoal content of the basal stratum, I tentatively 
propose that the Landfill site is, in fact, a site associated with emancipation on St. Croix and is 
potentially associated with the nineteenth century clean-up of Frederiksted following either the 
1848 Emancipation Revolt or, more likely, the 1878 Fireburn. The heavy charcoal content would 
suggest that the 1878 Fireburn, although both archaeological and archival research will be required 
to fully characterize the site. However, the Frederiksted Landfill site meets the established criteria 
regarding location, chronology, and overall diversity of the assemblage. It is one of the few open 
spaces on the outskirts of town appropriate for a single-use historic midden, and it differs 
significantly from surrounding archaeological sites, including the Fort Frederik Site (12VAm1-
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73) as informed by our survey. If correct, the potential positive identification of a site associated
with resistance in this area is unique and significant.

If our planned additional research continues to support the interpretation that the Landfill 
site is associated with the 1848 revolt or the 1878 Fireburn, this would contribute new information 
regarding not only the revolutionary events taking place in mid to late nineteenth century 
Frederiksted, but also the mitigative efforts taken by DWI administrators after a major disruption 
of the status quo. These conclusions provide a starting point for interpreting nearby sites in a new 
light, including the equally intriguing Fort Frederik site that is immediately adjacent. Similarly, 
they raise new questions regarding the potential range of sites that are associated with the fight for 
emancipation, as we should consider the primary events, but also related sites created in aftermath 
over the following days, weeks, or months. Finally, these findings were the result of a Phase I 
survey following proper regulatory review in accordance with the territorial antiquities legislation. 
Our findings have implications not only for identifying these sometimes ephemeral, highly 
variable, and important sites, but also for the long-term management and preservation of sites 
within areas that have long been assumed to be disturbed. Continued vigilance is warranted, as 
often our perceived notions of disturbance are unfounded. 
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Figure 1. Aerial imagery of the island of St. Croix showing the Study Area. 

Figure 2. Fort Frederik (est. 1760), a Danish fortification in Frederiksted. 
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Figure 3. Limits of OAR's 2016 Phase I survey. 
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Figure 4. Location of archaeological sites in the vicinity of the OAR survey (Persons 2017). 
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Figure 5. J.W. Schopen’s 1765 map of Fort Frederik showing former lagoon and Frederiksted town to the south of the 
fort. 
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Figure 6. Peter L. Oxholm’s 1778 map of Frederiksted showing the lagoon, the fort, and adjacent structures. 
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Figure 7. The Fort Frederik Site (1VAm1-73) and the Frederiksted Landfill Site (12VAm1-255). 
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Figure 8. Representative artifacts recovered at the Frederiksted Landfill site: (a) processed indigo cake; (b-c) lead 
glazed coarse earthenware; (d) plain ironstone; (e) salt glazed stoneware; (f) maker's mark, ironstone; (g) blue transfer 
print whiteware; (h) molded rim creamware; (i) flow blue pearlware; G) hand painted whiteware; (k) blue transfer 
print porcelain; (1) blue shell edge whiteware; (m) blue transfer print whiteware; (n) spongeware; (o) sponged 
pinwheel design; (p) clay pipe stem; (q) light green bottle finish; (r) colorless bottle finish; (s) depression glass rim; 
(t-u) glass tableware; (v) 1944 amber bottle base; (w) brick; (x) roofing barrel tile bearing charcoal stains. 
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Figure 9. Shovel test profile from the Frederiksted Landfill Site (12VAm1-255) showing clearly delineated 
depositional events. 
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